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OBJECTIVES
BUILD GLOBAL CAPACITY to process and use SAR for applied forestry topics from forest monitoring to biomass
estimation

INCORPORATE marketing and design principles (layout, illustration, content development) to increase uptake of the
Handbook and associated training materials

DISTRIBUTE print and digital optimized versions of content and trainings authored by SAR Subject Matter Experts
(SMEs)

ITERATE on materials to create "living documents," solicit feedback on strategies utilized



ONE PAGERS
Content from the SAR workshop series and Handbook chapters were used to create a series of one-pagers. Using a consistent
template in line with the Handbook design ensures visual cohesion, with each covering topics from data acquisition to pre-
processing. 

 

One-pager on Forest Stand Height based on content in Chapter 3 of the SAR Handbook, authored by Josef Kellndorfer.

 



One-pager on Forest Stand Height based on content in Chapter 2 of the SAR Handbook, authored by Franz Meyer. The interactive version of the PDF
contains clickable links to download each available dataset. 

 



One-pager on SAR pre-processing steps based on content in the Chapter 2 training appendix of the SAR Handbook, authored by Franz Meyer. This
handout provides at-a-glance steps for the process outlined in the training.



EXPLAINER VIDEOS
[VIDEO] https://www.youtube.com/embed/em41MxplcDc?feature=oembed&fs=1&modestbranding=1&rel=0&showinfo=0
Handbook content was also used to develop scripts for three animated explainer videos, outlining the basics of SAR properties such
as polarization and scattering mechanisms for a general audience. 

 

Storyboards created by Melvin Poplar, animation intern at the SERVIR Science Coordination Office. 



IMPACT
Since the beta release at the UN FAO Global Forest Observation Initiative's plenary meeting in April 2019, Handbook materials
have been accesed over 320,000 times from over 172 countries. 

 

Global distribution of Handbook downloads. 



ABSTRACT
Earth observations from Synthetic Aperture Radar, or SAR, have yet to be fully leveraged for forest monitoring applications.
While SAR sensors are uniquely able to capture components of forest structure over optical imagery, especially in cloud-heavy
regions, there is a shortage of freely-available applied training materials and related case studies. With the wealth of available
datasets from Sentinel-1 and other missions, such as ALOS-Palsar open historical archive, and in preparation for upcoming open-
data policy SAR missions (e.g. NISAR and BIOMASS), the applied forestry community would benefit from increased access to
relevant, understandable SAR training materials.

This work documents lessons learned and best practices for creating EO capacity building/training materials gleaned from the SAR
Handbook project. Strategies for increasing legibility for both print and online applications, illustration and editing guidelines for
original and modified figures, and the development of quick-reference guides will be shared. Additionally, the conception and use of
companion “explainer” videos, using cartoon characters and humor to outline relevant SAR concepts will be explored.

Preliminary results indicate the SAR Handbook and supplemental project materials are already having an impact in training
sessions. Increased uptake of SAR technologies in SERVIR Hub regions, where Hubs are leading follow-on SAR trainings, has also
been noted. In addition, a review of download statistics from the SERVIR global website indicates widespread worldwide access.
We conclude similar holistic approaches integrating design concepts into future content development would help increase uptake of
EO applications by the earth science community.





HANDBOOK MODULES
Handbook Modules:

http://bit.ly/SARhandbook (http://bit.ly/SARhandbook)
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